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Abstract—System-on-chip (SOC) has provided more 
powerful functions for embedded systems. Scratchpad 
memory (SPM), which is software-controlled on-chip 
memory, is used in embedded systems to reduce the speed 
gap between the processors and the memory and the power 
consumption of memory. ChipOS, a novel operating system 
on chip with information security support for embedded 
system, is proposed in this paper. It has a microkernel 
residing in SPM. This microkernel can execute absolutely. 
And it can also encapsulate the processor resources and 
provide virtual resources to general operating system 
(GPOS). At the same time, ChipOS can provide information 
security service through the encapsulation. The 
experimental results show that ChipOS has better response 
time and lower power consumption compared with GPOS 
and the security framework of ChipOS will protect GPOS 
with flexibility.  
 
Index Terms—scratchpad memory, operating system, 
information security, power-efficient, system-on-chip, 
embedded system 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Embedded system has made great advance in recent 
years. There are also more intense requirements from the 
high performance and low power consumption. System-
on-chip (SOC) has provided more powerful functions for 
embedded systems and the embedded system designers 
can adopt the new features of on-chip memory to improve 
the memory hierarchy in embedded systems. Memory 
issues are very important in embedded system design for 
the performance, power consumption and the cost of 
implementation. The most important on-chip memory is 
the on-chip SRAM, which is also called scratch-pad 
memory (SPM). SPM has faster access speed and lower 
power consumption compared with the traditional DRAM 
based memory and it does not need the extra tag bits and 
the comparators compared with caches. The study on the 
comparison of SPM and cache shows that SPM has 34% 
smaller die and 40% lower power consumption than 
cache with the same capacity [1]. At the same time, the 
use of cache in embedded system is still controversial [2]. 

SPM is software-controlled memory which is different 
from cache which is also on-chip SRAM but it is 
hardware-controlled [3]. The programmers or the 
compilers have to control the space allocation and recall. 

Though SOC makes on-chip memory possible, the 
capacity of SPM is still small compared with the whole 
address space.  

How to take advantages of this type of on-chip 
memory is still under discussion for its special features. 
Most previous efforts on SPM utilization focus on the 
optimization of the applications. The basic idea is that the 
programs are scanned and analyzed and then the frequent 
used parts of the programs including code and data will 
be selected as the memory objects. Most researches have 
to resort to the help of the compiler to decide which 
segments of the programs are the potential memory 
objects. These memory objects can be allocated SPM 
statically or dynamically according to different 
approaches. For example, global variables in the same 
program are singled out and allocated to SPM to improve 
the system’ performance when the utilization of SPM is 
first explored [4]. The main problems are that how to find 
the memory object and how to allow the memory objects 
from different programs sharing the SPM space. They are 
the hot topics in SPM research.  

In this paper, we propose a new approach to utilize 
SPM to improve the performance and reduce the power 
consumption. Embedded operating system is the most 
important software in the whole system and it is also the 
most used software. If the architecture of EOS can be re-
designed and take the advantages of SPM, the 
performance of the whole system will be improved 
greatly. Different from the existing approaches, we take 
the embedded operating system (EOS) into account.  

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we 
describe the related work. In Section 3, we define the 
architecture of our research. The microkernel and the 
components of ChipOS are presented in Section 4. In 
Section 5, the encapsulation based on ChipOS is 
described. The ChipOS based grid computing is depicted 
in Section 6. And in Section 7, we discuss our 
experimental results. At last, wee draw our conclusions in 
Section 8. 

II.  RELATED WORK 

Different approaches have different ideas to solve the 
map from the memory object to the memory space [4] in 
SPM utilization. Static optimization is first proposed to 
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allocate SPM space. The compilers will scan the 
programs and select the potential memory objects. These 
memory objects will be allocated to SPM space and 
occupy the space during the execution without being 
swapped out [5, 6]. However, the effects of such 
optimizations are also restricted for the limited SPM 
space. Only a few memory objects will be the “children 
of fortune”. Dynamic optimization is proposed to solve 
the problems in the static optimizations. The memory 
objects will be pre-analyzed by the compilers. The 
potential memory objects will be found out as many as 
possible during the compile process. The memory objects 
with non-overlapped life time can share the same SPM 
space [7, 8]. Or some memory objects can be kicked out 
of the SPM space and their space can be allocated to new 
memory objects [9, 10]. The dynamic allocation will 
increase the utilization rate through the share of SPM 
space.  

The current approaches have to re-compile the 
programs for many times for the different types of 
embedded processors. The cost is too high to use in real 
systems. Furthermore, the current approaches do not take 
EOS into account. EOS is always in execution to 
maintain the stability of the systems. If EOS can be 
allocated to SPM, the on-chip memory will make EOS 
have better performance. In this paper, a novel operating 
system on chip with information security support for 
embedded system is proposed titled as ChipOS. ChipOS 
has improved performance and lower power consumption 
based on the optimization from SPM.  

III.  CHIPOS ARCHITECTURE 

A.  Processor Model 
The processor model used for ChipOS design is shown 

in Fig. 1. There are a processor core, cache and SPM on 
chip. Generally the off-chip main memory is realized by 
DRAM. Cache and SPM has the same access time, which 
is one cycle while the access time of main memory is 
about 10 – 20 cycles [3]. The data stored in SPM will not 
be sent to cache. When there are data requests, the data 
will be sent to processor core from cache if cache hits or 
from SPM if the data are in SPM. Otherwise, the data will 
be fetched from the off-chip memory.  

Processor 
Core

On-Chip
Cache

ScractchPad Memory

Main Memory (Off-Chip)

 
Figure 1.  Processor model of the embedded processor with SPM. 

The address space of SPM is mapped to the uniform 
space of the whole system. SPM space will only occupy a 
very small part of the whole address space for its limited 
capacity. In fact, many embedded processors have 

adopted SPM as the fixed configuration on chip. These 
processors include low-end processors such as some DSP 
[11] and some high-end processors such as Intel/Marvell 
XScale PXA 272 [12]. In some processors, cache is 
replaced by SPM directly such as Motorola 68HC12 [13].  

B.  ChipOS Architecture 
Traditionally, EOS resides in main memory. So EOS 

can have abundant functions for the large capacity of 
main memory. However, SPM has only limited capacity 
and the new ChipOS has to be suitable to such restriction. 
There are three principles when we design ChipOS. (1) 
ChipOS should be small. (2) The architecture should be 
optimal; (3) It is organized by components. As shown in 
Fig. 2, ChipOS has four parts: microkernel, components, 
security and the extensions.  

 
Figure 2.  The architecture of ChipOS.  

Microkernel is the core of ChipOS. It plays the most 
important role in ChipOS architecture. This microkernel 
is designed to support the basic service of an embedded 
operating system [14]. The traditional EOS is analyzed 
and the most important functions are selected and kept in 
the microkernel. Components are some important 
modules, which can also be provided by the off-chip 
system. The current components are the ChipOS 
bootloader [15] and the file system [16]. They have close 
relationship with microkernel. ChipOS is designed with 
information security support. When it executes in parallel 
with the general purpose operating system (GPOS), 
ChipOS can detect the viruses or the intrusions to GPOS 
[17][18].  

ChipOS only has limited functions compared with the 
traditional EOS. ChipOS can encapsulate the on-chip 
resources and then provide the virtual resources to GPOS 
[19]. The traditional EOS can execute based on these 
virtual resources. Thus more than one EOS can execute in 
parallel. The encapsulation of ChipOS can also provide 
ChipOS extension. The current extension is that ChipOS 
can provide a novel way to construct the grid computing 
infrastructure based on the ChipOS supported dual OS 
[20]. In the following sections, the four parts of ChipOS 
will be described in detail. 

IV.  MICROKERNEL AND COMPONENTS OF CHIPOS 

A.  Microkernel 
Micorkernel will reside in SPM during the execution. 

It only provides the basic functions as a tidy embedded 
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operating system. Thus microkernel can be divided into 
five modules. The five modules are resource management 
module, task management module, SPM management 
module, power management module and scheduler 
module. Each module only has a single function. This 
will be helpful to reduce the size of this microkernel. 
When they are mapped to SPM space, they have their 
own spaces, which are called regions.  

Resource management module is responsible for the 
management of the on-chip resources and recording the 
use of the resources. Microkernel is the software which is 
closest to the processor core. The resources on chip are 
under the control of microkernel. Thus the resource 
management module is designed to manage these 
resources. It will maintain a resource table according to 
the records. There are two advantages: first, the resource 
table will be provided to the task management module for 
task scheduling and second, it is possible to encapsulate 
the on-chip resources to provide virtual resources through 
the resource table.  

Task management module is responsible for the 
scheduling of the tasks in the system. The size of SPM is 
limited, so the number of the tasks executing in SPM will 
be restricted. A set division based scheduling algorithm is 
used in microkernel [21]. The tasks are divided into 
different sets according to their features and then the 
different sets have different scheduling algorithms based 
on various resource requirements. Then the scheduling 
sequences can be calculated as preparation partly. It will 
provide real-time response for embedded system. 

SPM management module is responsible for the 
management of the SPM space. The information of SPM 
space will be collected and maintained by SPM 
management module. When there is more than on one 
process in parallel to share SPM, this module will also 
manage the operations such as request and swap etc. on 
the memory objects of these processes.  

Power management module is responsible for the 
power control for the system. Power consumption is very 
important in embedded system. Power management 
module has adopted dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) 
technology [22] to reduce the power consumption. The 
frequency and voltage of the processor core will be scaled 
down in the appropriate moment during the execution to 
reduce the power consumption. When the system tends to 
be busy again, the frequency and voltage will be restored 
to normal status.  

ChipOS has different components, while the size of 
SPM is associated with the type of the processors. 
Though ChipOS is designed optimally, the size of SPM 
will limit the loading of some components. Scheduler 
module is responsible for the scheduling of the 
components when SPM space is not enough or there are 
some special requirements to load or swap out some 
components.  

B.  Component-Based ChipOS 
The different modules will be extracted and re-

organized according to the design of ChipOS. These 
modules will be more independent from each other. Thus 
they can be abstracted as the components of ChipOS. The 

components are the basic units of ChipOS. The 
component-based ChipOS can be adjusted to meet the 
different requirements from the using environments 
through the configuration of the components. And at the 
same time, the old components can be replaced by the 
new components. This will improve the performance and 
make ChipOS be scalable.  

All the components will have the standard interface by 
definitions. The information of the components can be 
obtained from these standard interfaces. These interfaces 
can also be used to manage the components and they will 
be the channels of the data transmission among the 
components. Furthermore, the components can be 
organized in the component library. And some 
components can also be stored in the flash on chip. They 
can be scheduled into SPM according to the requirements 
of the configuration. 

The five different modules of the microkernel are the 
components of ChipOS. These components are resource 
management component, task management component, 
SPM management component, power management 
component and scheduler component. That is why 
scheduler module can switch the components in and out 
of SPM space. There are also some other components of 
ChipOS. In the following sub-sections, the ChipOS 
bootloader and ChipOS based file system will be 
described in detail.  

C.  ChipOS Bootloader 
Bootloader is used in embedded system to initialize the 

hardware and load the operating system for different 
hardware platform of embedded systems. Traditionally, 
bootloader can often be split into two stages. In the first 
stage, the binary code of the bootloader is found and 
loaded into memory from the flash memory. And then 
bootloader will detect, check and initialize the hardware 
resources in the system. In the second stage, bootloader 
will find the compressed kernel image and appropriate 
root file system image and load them into memory. Once 
these operations are completed, bootloader will hand the 
control of the system to the kernel. In this stage, 
bootloader will reside in SDRAM.  

The performance of the second stage of bootloader can 
be improved for the residence in SDRAM. SDRAM has 
much access time compared with SPM. The microkernel 
of ChipOS is also an operating system for embedded 
system. So it needs the bootloader. And at the same time, 
GPOS in parallel with ChipOS will also need bootloader 
to complete the complicated functions before its startup. 
The bootloader of ChipOS can be more effective through 
SPM. The key is that the second stage of bootloader 
should be done in SPM, which is faster than flash or 
SDRAM.  

ChipOS bootloader has three load stages. The basic 
loader is stored into the flash memory as the traditional 
bootloader. In stage 1, the basic loader first initializes the 
hardware resources and then the ChipOS laoder will copy 
the code of ChipOS (microkernel) inot SPM. ChipOS 
first starts up in stage 2. And then if the GPOS also needs 
to load, the stage 3 begins. In stage 3, a loader for GPOS 
is created and it will load the GPOS into memory. After 
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ChipOS is loaded, a special user interface is provided to 
the users for their commands. And thus different GPOS 
kernels can be downloaded from remote hosts and then 
loaded in memory.  

D.  ChipOS Based File System 
Traditional embedded file systems reside in main 

memory to provide the service. Thus these file systems 
have to endure the long delays of the main memory 
accesses. According to the design of ChipOS, SPM will 
also make the embedded file system on chip possible. 
ChipOS based file system, which is also called SPM file 
system (SPMFS) is designed to improve the performance 
of the file system. SPMFS only has the key functions of 
the file system. It is also a component titled micro file 
system component (MFSC). MFSC is the core 
component of the SPMFS.  

There are three layers of SPMFS. MFSC is designed to 
be stored in the flash memory on chip for fast startup. 
MFSC itself will not be modified during the execution to 
avoid the writing back operations. If there are enough 
SPM space, MFSC will have its own space to manage the 
file data. It will maintain an open file table and special 
buffers to manage the files and provide faster responses. 
MFSC is designed as small as possible. It can be 
scheduled into SPM by the scheduler module of the 
microkernel. The common functions of embedded file 
system are provided in basic file system in main memory. 
And when there is no SPM space for MFSC’s execution, 
basic file system can provide all the functions and work 
as the traditional file systems. Flash memory will provide 
large storage as the third level. 

V.  ENCAPSULATION 

ChipOS is designed based on the on-chip memory. It 
can control the on-chip resources according to its features. 
ChipOS is close to the processor compared with GPOS. 
And the microkernel of ChipOS also has the resource 
management module and maintains the resource table. 
ChipOS can encapsulate the on-chip resources and 
provide virtual resources to GPOS. The structure of the 
encapsulation is shown in Fig. 3.  

 
Figure 3.  Encapsulation structure 

ChipOS resides in SPM and controls all the resources 
on chip such as SPM, on-chip flash and on-chip 
processing units. GPOS resides in main memory, which 
is SDRAM. And ChipOS encapsulates these resources 
and organizes them as a logic CPU. This logic CPU is 
provided to GPOS. The physical CPU is controlled by 

ChipOS and concealed to GPOS. GPOS itself executes on 
the logic CPU and GPOS will dispatch its general tasks to 
execute on the logic CPU as this logic CPU is a real 
hardware resource. These general tasks all execute on 
GPOS. Some special tasks of GPOS especially the real-
time tasks have specific solution. ChipOS will provide 
ChipOS API to these tasks. The real-time tasks will 
execute in SPM through ChipOS. Thus SPM can improve 
the real-time response. Through ChipOS API, real-time 
tasks will have better performance while the general tasks 
will not be impacted.  

There are also some restrictions to protect GPOS when 
ChipOS encapsulate the processor. First, ChipOS can 
reserve some main memory space for its future use, but it 
must comply with the memory policies of GPOS. And it 
can not modify the main memory occupied by GPOS 
without restrictions. Second, ChipOS can manage files 
and share some files with GPOS through SPMFS. But the 
off-chip file system of GPOS can not be modified by 
ChipOS directly. The operations on such files including 
read/write can only be executed by owner GPOS. At last 
ChipOS will never be able to impact or change the 
scheduling algorithms of GPOS. It can only schedule the 
real-time tasks from GPOS through the special interfaces 
(ChipOS API). The encapsulation by ChipOS can provide 
new security mechanisms as described in Section VI. And 
the encapsulation provides the possibility for multi-GPOS 
in parallel. ChipOS can encapsulate the resources as 
several or more logic processors and then support more 
than one GPOS. The virtual resources can meet the 
requirements of multi-GPOS cooperation.  

VI.  CHIPOS SUPPORTED SECURITY 

ChipOS can support security through the encapsulation 
of the hardware resources. The current security support in 
ChipOS is the virus detection and intrusion detection as 
depicted in this section respectively. 

A.  Virus Detection Framework Based on ChipOS 
The virus detection framework based on ChipOS is 

designed as a Demilitarized Zone (DMZ), which is a 
computer host or small network inserted between the 
private network and the outside network as the isolated 
zone [17]. The encapsulation provided by ChipOS can 
separate GPOS from the real processor. GPOS can only 
access the resources through the logic processor. Then all 
the accesses from the GPOS can be observed by ChipOS 
and all the accesses to the resources will also be 
monitored by ChipOS. Our DMZ is based on such 
analysis and the DMZ framework is shown in Fig. 4.  

 
Figure 4.  DMZ framework 
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DMZ has a single entrance for GPOS. During the 
execution, GPOS can stop and then trap itself into 
ChipOS via interrupts when there are some suspicious 
activities detected. And then ChipOS will have the 
control. First ChipOS will save the context of trapped 
GPOS and then ChipOS scans the memory and GPOS to 
find the source of the suspicious activities. When the 
detection is completed, GPOS can resume through 
restoring its context saved by ChipOS if there are no 
serious problems. If the problems can not be fixed, 
ChipOS will still control the system and give the error 
messages to the users. The users can stop GPOS and 
restart it or have some other operations.  

DMZ provides an anti-virus framework to embedded 
systems. ChipOS itself can not scan the software and find 
the virus. The anti-virus software can be loaded to 
ChipOS for the scan, detection and cleaning jobs. 
ChipOS is just a platform. It means that the virus 
detection programs are provided by third part companies 
and the maintenance and update of these programs are 
also done by these companies.  

B.  Intrusion Detection Architecture Based on ChipOS 
Intrusion detection system (IDS) is designed to protect 

the systems from the network attacks. Traditional IDSs 
are running on operating systems to work and this is not a 
safe and dependable way [18]. Operating system and IDS 
themselves will also be attacked perhaps. ChipOS is an 
underlying operating system and transparent to GPOS. It 
provides the opportunity to design a different architecture 
for IDS. IDS based on ChipOS can have direct control of 
the hardware resource and will not be attacked by the 
programs from GPOS. Fig. 5 shows the new IDS 
architecture based on ChipOS. In this architecture, IDS is 
located in SPM. 

Applications

Other Modules of GPOS

Other Modules

Network
Driver

IDS 
Module

Ethernet Controller

Network Data

GPOS

ChipOS

Hardware

Information Extraction

Ethernet Controller Buffer

Interrupt Handler

SPM Packet Buffer

Internal Structure of IDS

(a) (b)

IDS

 
Figure 5.  Intrusion detection architecture based on ChipOS 

There are four layers in the intrusion detection 
architecture based on ChipOS as shown in Fig. 8 (a): 
hardware, ChipOS, GPOS and the applications. IDS is 
located in ChipOS as a module shown as the shadow area. 
SPM will make IDS have faster access time.This 
architecture is not an implementation of IDS itself. It 
provides an architecture to locate the detection system 
just as same as the virus detection framework based on 
ChipOS.  

Our design can work as normal when there are some 
errors in GPOS for its location in SPM. SPM 
management module can allocate SPM space to IDS, 

monitor such space and then lock or protect such space. 
As shown in Fig. 5 (b), our design has the following 
modules including Ethernet controller buffer, interrupt 
handler, SPM packet buffer, information abstraction and 
IDS. The buffers are hardware components. And the 
interrupt handler and DIS are software components. The 
network data will be first received in the Ethernet 
controller buffer. Then interrupt handler will receive the 
interrupt signals and the raw data in Ethernet controller 
buffer will be copied to SPM packet buffer. Information 
extraction is responsible for splitting data stream into the 
single packets. At last, these packets will be sent to IDS. 
IDS will analyze these packets and find out the potential 
attacks. Thus IDS can complete its work with the help of 
ChipOS and improve its performance via SPM.  

VII.  CHIPOS BASED GRID COMPUTING 

ChipOS based grid computing is the extension of 
ChipOS and it has three layers as shown in Fig. 6. The 
Internet and ChipOS are organized as the basic fabric of 
the grid. The second layer is the GPOS layer. In this layer, 
GPOS will execute as normal as there are no ChipOSs. 
The third layer consists of the applications.  

All the nodes in such a grid have the same structure. 
And each node in this fabric has three parts: ChipOS, 
GPOS and the applications. So each node will have a 
ChipOS residing in SPM. ChipOS provides grid API as 
the interfaces to the upper-level. Some basic functions are 
also provided by the grid API. GPOS will provide the 
traditional grid service to the applications. Grid service is 
a part of GPOS and it communications with ChipOS 
through the interfaces between grid service (in GPOS) 
and grid API (in ChipOS).  

 
Figure 6.  Layers of ChipOS based grid computing 

The main change between the traditional grid 
computing and ChipOS based grid computing is that 
some basic functions of grid middleware are directly 
integrated into ChipOS for its higher performance. 
ChipOS is responsible for the following functions: 
package management, connectivity check, transportation 
and necessary communication among ChipOSs. The other 
functions are provided by GPOS.  

In ChipOS based grid computing, the task distribution 
process is different as described in the following. (1) Grid 
application will call the grid service and grid service will 
notify ChipOS through grid API; (2) When ChipOS is 
ready, it will collect the data from grid application and 
distribute the tasks to the other nodes in the fabric; (3) 
When the nodes complete their tasks, the results are 
returned to the original ChipOS; and (4) at last, the results 
will be returned to the grid application.  
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VII  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A.  Experiment Setup 
The hardware platform used in the experiments is the 

Intel/Marvel PXA272 embedded processor [19], which 
has 256K SPM. SPM in PXA 272 is organized as banks. 
Each bank can be set in standby mode and the data will 
be stored in the banks in run mode. So the size of SPM in 
PXA272 can be adjusted during the execution. GNU tool 
chain [23] is adopted as the development toolkit. The 
implementation of ChipOS is based on the embedded 
Linux [24]. Eleven benchmarks are selected from two 
benchmark sets MIBench [25] and MediaBench [26].  

 
B.  Parameters of ChipOS 

ChipOS is cut down from embedded Linux. Only 
several most important functions are kept in ChipOS. The 
reserved modules are organized as the microkernel. The 
other modules including the security support and the 
extensions are configured as the components of ChipOS. 
The basic parameters of ChipOS are shown in Table 2. 
The faster access time of SPM helps ChipOS to improve 
its parameters. The size of ChipOS is very small 
compared with the other operating systems as shown in 
Fig. 7. But ChipOS has only several functions and it can 
not have the same functions to them according to the 
restriction of the limited size of SPM.  

 
C.  Experimental Results and Analysis of Microkernel 

The size of SPM is set to 0KB (without SPM), 16KB, 
32KB, 64KB, 128KB, 192KB and 256KB. The size of 

cache is set to 32KB and the states of cache are on or off 
respectively during the experiments. The benchmarks are 
scheduled by the microkernel to test the scheduling time. 
Power consumption of the scheduling is also tested. Fig. 
8 shows the results of the task scheduling by the 
microkernel.  
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Figure 7.  Kernel size of different embedded operating system 

Fig. 8 (a) shows that the task scheduling time on 
average is reduced 20.3% (cache off) and 25.9% (cache 
off). The faster access time of SPM helps task 
management of ChipOS to reduce the switch time. When 
the size of SPM is increased, more related contexts can be 
stored in SPM and the time is further reduced. But when 
all the related contexts are contained, the optimization 
results will be constant. Fig. 8 (b) shows the power 
consumption of task management optimization. The 
average power consumption is reduced 26.1% (cache off) 
and 30.7% (cache on). The reduced main memory access 
times are the main reason of such improvements.  
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(b)Power Consumption Comparison
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Figure 8.  The experimental results of task management optimization 

The execution time and the power consumption of 
microkernel are shown in Fig. 9. When the size of SPM is 
too small to contain all the components (without SPM or 
less than the size of microkernel), ChipOS has to fetch 

TABLE II.  PARAMETERS OF CHIPOS* 

Item Parameter 

Load Time 3 ms on average 

Kernel Size About 8 KB 

Switch Time 4 us on average 

*The frequency of CPU is 520 MHz 

TABLE I.  BENCHMARKS 

Name Source Description 

CRC32 MIBench 32-bit standard CRC verification 

Dijkstra MIBench Shortest path algorithm 

qsort MIBench Quick sort algorithm 

FFT MIBench FFT 

sha MIBench Security encryption algorithm 

cjpeg MediaBench JPEG compress algorithm 

Djpeg MediaBench JPEG decompress algorithm 

mpeg2enc MediaBench MPEG compress algorithm 

mpeg2dec MediaBench MPEG  decompress algorithm 

pgp MediaBench PGP encryption algorithm 

G.721 MediaBench G.721 audio compress algorithm 
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data from main memory. The access time and the power 
consumption are both very large. This will make the 
advantages of ChipOS be deprived and lose the 
optimization. When ChipOS can execute in SPM 
completely, it can work effectively. The execution time is 
reduced 26.7% (cache off) and 30.8% (cache on) and the 
average power consumption is reduced 31.9% (cache off) 
and 36.3% (cache on) respectively. When the whole 
microkernel is in SPM, the optimization is better than 
only task management module in SPM. 

(a)Execution Time Comparison
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Figure 9.  The experimental results of the microkernel 

A data access program is created on both SPMFS and 
YAFFS2 [27] to test the performance of the file systems 
based on Nand Flash as shown in Fig. 10. Compared with 
YAFFS2, the performance of SPMFS is improved to 
especially when the sizes of the files are less than 256KB, 
which is the maximum size of SPM. One Mbytes data 
flow is constructed, which contains about 10% packets 
with intrusive data. The intrusive data consist of “bash” 
and consecutive “nop” etc., which are often used in buffer 
overflow attacks. For simplicity, the simplest comparison 
algorithm is adopted to detect the attacks by compared 
the packets with the signatures in signature records. This 
simple IDS is also used in GPOS for comparison.  

Fig. 11 shows that the comparison stage consumes 
much time of GPOS IDS and ChipOS based IDS (56% 
for ChipOS based IDS and 86% for GPOS IDS). The 
reason is that duplicate loops used by the comparison 
algorithm are time consuming. ChipOS based IDS copies 
a bulk of data instead of copying the packets one by one. 
So ChipOS will have shorter latency in store to SDRAM 
stage. Copy to SPM stage only consumes 6.2% of the 
whole SPMOS based IDS latency. ChipOS based IDS 

only spends about 500ms in detecting instead of 6037ms 
by GPOS IDS. The performance of ChipOS based IDS is 
better than GPOS IDS.  
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Figure 10.  The comparison of YAFFS2 and SPMFS 
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Figure 11.  The comparison of IDS in ChipOS and GPOS 

The experimental results show that ChipOS can take 
advantages of the characteristics of SPM. This make 
ChipOS can reduce the memory footprints and have 
better performance.  

VIII CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

SOC provides different types of on-chip memory for 
embedded systems. Though SPM is software-controlled 
on-chip memory, it has more flexibility compared with 
the hardware-controlled on-chip memory. In this paper, 
we propose ChipOS for embedded system. ChipOS has a 
microkernel and it consists of different components. Our 
experimental results show that ChipOS has better 
performance compared with GPOS. Our future work is to 
expand ChipOS architecture to embedded multi-core 
systems. Many multi-core processors have SPM as the 
local memory. ChipOS is very small and it is suitable to 
work in such environments.  
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